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OutServe-SLDN Expands Programming & Services

T

he nation’s oldest and largest LGBT military organization has
announced its continued expansion and growth with the addition
of a new staff member and expanded programming services.

This follows the organization’s merger
with the Military Partners & Families
Coalition, which was finalized in December
2017.
OutServe-SLDN has hired Kai River
Blevins as Director of Education, Chapter &
Veteran’s services.
“I am thrilled to have Kai joining the
OutServe-SLDN team as our Director of
Education, Chapter & Veteran’s Services,”
said Matt Thorn, President & CEO of
OutServe-SLDN. “Continued development in
all three of the key areas Kai will have
oversight to is a logical next step for us as an
organization, as we continue to push-back
against the Trump-Pence administration and
ensure our LGBT military and veteran
communities are receiving due care, services,
and representation.”
“I am thrilled to be part of the OutServeSLDN team” said Kai Blevins, Director of

Kai River Blevins

Education, Chapter & Veteran Services. “This
position reflects OutServe-SLDN’s
commitment to our service members,
veterans, and their families. .”
In addition to the hiring of Kai, OutServeSLDN marks further expansion with Legal

Director Peter Perkwoski becoming a
certified Veterans Services Officer. This
addition will allow OutServe-SLDN to
engage more expansively with our LGBT
veteran community; ensuring they get the
necessary and vital services due to them.
“The addition of Peter’s status as a Veteran
Service Officer is critical to the expansion of
our work” said Matt Thorn, President & CEO
of OutServe-SLDN. “This growth is a
reaffirmation of the work still left to do and
the commitment that OutServe-SLDN has to
our LGBT military community.”
Kai received their Master’s of Legal
Studies, with an emphasis in civil rights and
constitutional law, from Willamette
University. Kai received their bachelor’s
degree in Sociology and Political Science,
magna cum laude, with a certificate in
Democracy and Social Movements, where
they focused on exploring social movements
as both catalysts and threats to
democratization processes around the world,
from the University of Colorado. In their free
time, Kai enjoys writing poetry and articles
as a contributing writer for
everyoneisgay.com.

School Kids to Help Senior Neighbors with their Garden

C

amellia Waldorf School (CWS) community met up at ACC Care Center Saturday, March 3 to plant
a summer vegetable garden for their residents. CWS students will spend several days a week in
gardening class, learning about soil, fertilizer, composting, irrigation and seasonal planting.

The CWS garden is their gardening
classroom, where teacher Carmen Gunn
leads the way. The energetic students have
gained a lot of gardening knowledge and
experience this year and are ready to share it
with their neighbors at ACC!
The benefits of gardening extend to both
young and old—and everyone in between.
Spending time in the garden is grounding
and has several physical and emotional
benefits. Residents at ACC value their time
in the garden area watering and watching it
grow, but need assistance with planting.
They would love to grow a ‘salad bar’ garden
for this summer. This is where the students
at Camellia Waldorf School come in. They
have spent all year learning in their school
garden and would love to share their
knowledge, strength and heart. In addition to
planting veggies, students will have the
opportunity for making intergenerational
connections with their new Pocket/
Greenhaven neighbors. The children’s
energy, giggles and simple presence are sure
to grow some joy as well!
Together with their parents and gardening
teacher Carmen Gunn, CWS students began
this project on March 3, and will continue to
dig in and fulfill the residents’ wishes of
growing a summer garden.
If you would like to volunteer, please
contact: Jenny Woods: jwoods@
camelliawaldorf.org •
www.camelliawaldorf.org
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SFGMC Concert Builds
Bridges for a Better Future

T

he San Francisco Gay Men’s Chorus (SFGMC) continues
Season 40: Unstoppable with Bridges, a one-night-only
homecoming concert centered around music’s ability to move
hearts and minds and catalyze momentous change.
“We live in a city of bridges,” says Dr.
Tim Seelig, SFGMC Artistic Director. “Over
the last 40 years, the San Francisco Gay
Men’s Chorus has been an integral part of
bridging together the LGBTQ community
in the Bay Area and worldwide. Last fall,
we took our music and message on the
road to five states in the Deep South for
our Lavender Pen Tour. During that week,
we learned so much about our country, our
LGBTQ brothers and sisters, and most of
all, ourselves. We want to share those
stories and experiences with our Bay Area
audiences with Bridges.”
The 275 members of the Chorus will be
joined by three Oakland Interfaith choirs
and iconic folk activist Holly Near for this
show. Videos and photos from the tour with
shared stories will be interspersed and the
California premiere of Joel Thompson’s

outwordmagazine.com

stunning new choral work Seven Last Words
of the Unarmed, which deals with police
brutality and social justice in our divisive
political climate will be performed.
Bridges will also feature a special
performance of “Singing for Our Lives,” a
protest folk song written by activist and
singer/songwriter Holly Near and first
performed in 1978 by SFGMC at the
candlelight vigil mourning the assassination
of Supervisor Harvey Milk and Mayor
George Moscone. Near will join SFGMC to
perform this iconic song.
Presented by the John C. Kish Foundation,
Bridges will take place at Davies Symphony
Hall (201 Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco)
on Thursday, March 29 at 8 p.m. Tickets
range in price from $25–$125 and are
available now by visiting www.sfgmc.org or
by calling City Box Office at 415-392-4400.
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Adam Rippon & Gus Kenworthy’s Olympic Bromance
by Chris Narloch

I

think they would make a super-cute couple, but I guess skier Gus Kenworthy already has a
boyfriend, so ice skater Adam Rippon will have to settle for a beautiful bromance with his new
BFF, fellow gay Olympic athlete Kenworthy.

Neither athlete ultimately brought home
the gold, but their budding friendship, which
resulted from the pair being the first openly
gay American athletes ever to compete at a
Winter Olympics, was one of the highlights
of the recent games in Pyeongchang,
especially for LGBT television viewers.
The two men tweeted and texted each
other in between events, and they cheered
each other on when their schedules allowed
them to attend each other’s Olympic
competitions in South Korea.
Both athletes made headlines in
Pyeongchang, with Rippon refusing to meet
Vice President Mike Pence, who (lamentably)
was enlisted to lead the U.S. delegation at
this year’s Winter Olympics despite his
dismal record on LGBT issues.
For his part, Kenworthy was captured by
NBC cameras -- for the whole world to see
-- kissing his boyfriend Matthew Wilkas at
the bottom of a ski slope before his
qualifying run.
The beautiful thing is that it won’t be long
before these moments in queer history
become the new normal, when nobody will
bat an eye over two gay men competing at
the Olympics.

Openly gay athletes Gus Kenworthy and Adam Rippon competed at the recent Olympic
Winter Games

Take a Quick, Fun Trip to
Switzerland with Max & Andres

T

his is just for the fun and
cuteness factor, but come along
with Max and Andres as they
give you a brief look at the Swiss
Alps at www.youtube.com/channel/
UCk2ZABABOh4gJPKJpVaegaw.
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NCAC Rocks!

I

by Laura Lee

n December, 2016 a close friend invited me to attend the
NCAC beneficiary check distribution event. My life took on
new meaning that day! I joined this amazing organization to
participate in the 2017 Nor Cal AIDs Cycle event. It has been the
most enjoyable uphill climb I have ever had!
In December, 2016 a close friend invited me to
attend the NCAC beneficiary check distribution
event. My life took on new meaning that day!
I joined this amazing organization to
participate in the 2017 NorCal AIDS Cycle event.
It has been the most enjoyable uphill climb I
have ever had!

Recently, I had a medical issue during a
training ride and the concern demonstrated and
actions taken for my well-being were off the
charts!
I am so excited to be a part of this organization
that I applied and was approved to be a part of
the Board of Directors. This has given me the

NCAC 2017 closing ceremony.

Riders pedal 300 miles over four days in the
beautiful foothills of the Sierra Nevada to raise
money and awareness for HIV/AIDS service
providers in the Sacramento Valley and beyond.
An awesome fact is that NorCal AIDS Cycle
has raised over $3 million since 2005 to support
Northern California non-profit organizations!
The amazing impact NCAC makes is only a
part of what attracts me or keeps me engaged in
the organization. It is the consistent, vibrant
support, camaraderie and team work that
continues to inspire.
In every way and on so many levels, NCAC
rocks! My mentor checked in with me regularly,
coached me on gear, riding attire, equipment and
invited me to supportive activities so I could
experience the real flavor of NCAC.
When my mentor wasn’t there, others were
available to guide me on training rides and to
enthusiastically show me the way! The crew
support was and is fantastic! When I got lost on a
couple training rides, the crew found me, pointed
me in the right direction and followed me to
ensure I rejoined the other riders.

opportunity to contribute on a deeper level to the
greatness of NCAC. This is what sustains me!
Fortunately, I have not personally lost anyone
to AIDS but I know others who have. The
dedication and diligent efforts of those who
continue to fight for this cause brings joy to my
heart! These feelings are what fuels my spirit on
training rides, pedaling long distances, climbing
steep hills and sometimes amidst chilly
temperatures!
I have lived in Sacramento since 2008 and
have never experienced such immense beauty
riding in the communities of Auburn, Loomis,
Granite Bay, Rocklin, Newcastle and Penryn. The
diverse trees, verdant pastures, clear rippling
stream and outlying ranches with horses, alpacas
and other wildlife, are sites to behold!
It’s a wonderful way to do what we do, which
is to raise funds and awareness for the HIV/AIDS
pandemic, helping others with one sweet pedal at
a time!
A special note of thanks to Janet Howe Smith
who sparked this electric connection with NCAC!
Learn more about the NorCal AIDS Cycle at
norcalaidscycle.org
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Out & About

Thanks to everyone, vendors, sponsors and attendees, that made the 6th Annual LGBT Wedding
Expo such a success this year! Here are just a few of the pictures we captured at the event.
Photos by Fred Palmer and Orlando Jimenez.

outwordmagazine.com
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New Guide Offers LGBTQ Travel Safety Tips

L

GBTQ people are often subject to more scrutiny, bias, harassment
and other unwelcome attention than their straight counterparts when
traveling.

When traveling to a country
where sexual orientation or gender
identity is criminalized or
marginalized, LGBTQ people have
to deal with additional layers of
complexity. This expansive guide
from the editors of ManAboutWorld
Magazine addresses travel safety
for all LGBTQ travelers with
extensive sections specifically for
women, non-binary and trans
travelers.
The free distribution of this guide
is made possible by support from
AIG Travel and Travel Guard travel
insurance.
“We have gathered insights,
anecdotes and recommendations
from the most important and
influential voices in the world of
travel and curated the most reliable
and current online resources to
help LGBTQ people travel more
safely, comfortably, confidently and
enjoyably, said Ed Salvato of
manaboutworld.com. “We’re often
asked “is it safe to travel to
________?” (fill in the name of
any of 76+ countries where
homosexuality or gender
expression are criminalized or
marginalized).
“There’s no easy answer, so we’ve
teamed up with Outright Action
International to better frame the
question, and provide the
perspective and resources for
LGBTQ travelers to find the best
answer for themselves. Access this
guide here: http://bit.ly/
isitsafeLGBTQ
ManAboutWorld also partners
with the U.S. Department of State’s

Bureau of Consular Affairs to
produce semi-annual Twitter chats
addressing the topic of LGBTQ
travel safety during two busy
travel-planning periods: early June
before major LGBTQ Pride events
and in early winter in time for
holiday travel.
Over the past year, the first three
Twitter chat collaborations
(December 2016, June 2017 and
January 2018) generated a total of
62.9 million impressions and
reached over 8.9 million accounts.
Other chat partners include the
Transportation Security

Administration (TSA), the Centers
for Disease Control (CDC), Human
Rights Watch, OutRight Action
International and the International
Gay and Lesbian Travel Association
(IGLTA). The LGBTQ travel safety
chats are the largest of any of the
Twitter chats the Bureau of
Consular Affairs conducts.
You can download a PDF version
of the guide at bit.ly/
LGBTQtravelsafetyguide., or
download the mobile version in the
free ManAboutWorld App in the
AppStore and Google Play (search
ManAboutWorld).

Cirque Du Soleil’s Crystal Coming to SJ’s SAP Center

C

irque du Soleil will bring Crystal, its 42nd production and first-ever
experience on ice, to San Jose’s SAP Center this March, in what will be its
only Northern California engagement.

World-class ice skaters and acrobats take their new
frozen playground by storm with speed and fluidity as
they challenge the laws of gravity with a flurry of
unexpected acrobatics.
In Crystal, the show’s main character, sets out on an
exhilarating quest to fulfill her destiny as she dives
into a world of her own imagination. She soars
through this surreal world at high speed to become
what she was always destined to be: confident, free,
empowered.
Crystal is about looking at things from fresh angles,
peeking through the veneer of everyday life, reframing
one’s daily reality to see what one might have missed.
Sometimes the only way to appreciate things is to look
at them sideways. Discovering one’s individuality and
uniqueness requires venturing out on thin ice.
Crystal will be at the SAP Center from Wednesday,
March 28 to Sunday, April 1. Tickets are available for
purchase at cirquedusoleil.com/crystal.

10 Outword Magazine
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Crystal is a new kind of performance as
Cirque du Soleil meets the ice.
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Coming Out Against Underage
LGBTQI Tobacco Sales
by April Roeseler, BSN, MSPH

I

n less than two years, California’s Tobacco 21 or “T21” law has
proven to be a powerful weapon in the war on illegal tobacco
sales to underage youth, with research now showing that illegal
tobacco sales to underage youth has dropped almost in half, down
to 5.7 percent in 2017 from 10.3 percent in 2016.
Signed into law by Governor Edmund G.
Brown Jr. in 2016, Tobacco 21 prohibits
tobacco retailers from selling tobacco
products, including e-cigarettes, to anyone
under 21.
This news is a welcome breath of fresh air
to the California Department of Public
Health (CDPH). The department had just 45
days to enact a massive outreach campaign
and now more than 98 percent of tobacco
retail store owners, managers and clerks are

According to LGBT Healthlink, tobacco use
is the most serious, yet, preventable health
crisis facing lesbian, gay, bisexual and
transgender youth in their teens and
twenties. Approximately 40 percent of
LGBTQI high school students actively use at
least one type of tobacco product, a rate
that’s 33 percent higher than among
heterosexual students. LGBTQI youth are
also twice as likely to be daily smokers and
they have higher rates of tobacco-related

aware of the T21 law.
Happily, the majority of them support it.
Conversely, it’s disappointing to note that it’s
the “tobacco only” stores that still have the
highest rate of illegal tobacco sales to
minors.
California was the second state in the
nation, after Hawaii, to enact such a
statewide law and since then a handful more
have followed suit.
Stopping the illegal sale of tobacco
products and e-cigarettes to underage youth
is, indeed, a national issue but it’s not
without opposition. Tobacco companies
constantly bombard teens with thick-assmoke persuasive advertising. The flashy
tobacco marketing tools used by Big Tobacco
infer smoking is a way for teens to fit into
social groups and feel “normal” in an often
chaotic time of life.
One underage community specifically
being targeted by Big Tobacco is LGBT
youth.
According to the Centers for Disease
Control, high rates of tobacco use among
LGBTQI youth is due in part to the
aggressive marketing by tobacco companies
that sponsor events, bar promotions,
giveaways, and advertisements.
Using the guise of community support,
tobacco companies financially support gay
pride festivals and other LGBTQI community
events and contribute to local and national
LGBTQI and HIV/AIDS organizations.
Evidence indicates LGBTQI adolescents are
especially susceptible to tobacco use.

health issues throughout their lifetime.
The Tobacco 21 law can’t make the
insistent Big Tobacco marketing any less
appealing, but it does make it much harder
for young people to get their hands on
tobacco products. The age limit reduces
peer-to-peer access to products because teens
under 18 are less likely to socialize with
21-year-olds than with 18-year-olds.
California’s T21 law is a crucial step
toward eradicating illegal tobacco product
sales to underage youth. However, tobacco
use of any kind is a formidable foe that isn’t
wafting away any time soon. The health
risks of smoking cannot be overstated yet
despite having one of the lowest percent of
smokers in the nation, 3.2 million
Californians continue to smoke cigarettes.
Most smokers want to quit, and about 60
percent of smokers try to quit each year, but
the rate of quitting attempts has not
increased much in decades. Many smokers
try to quit without any help, which means
that they are not using evidence-based
treatments, such as cessation counseling and
nicotine replacement therapy.
For anyone of any age wanting to quit
smoking, CDPH recommends visiting the
California Tobacco Control Program website
at www.cdph.ca.gov/Programs/CCDPHP/
DCDIC/CTCB/Pages/
CaliforniaTobaccoControlBranch.aspx, or the
visit the Helpline at www.nobutts.org.
April Roeseler, BSN, MSPH is the Chief,
California Tobacco Control Program of the
California Department of Public Health.
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Travel Like a Maharajah: See India
in Style Without Breaking the Bank
by Eric Poole

M

any people think India isn’t much more than the Taj
Mahal and poor people selling Chiclets. But this country of
35 UNESCO World Heritage sites (the U.S., by comparison,
has 23), is chock full of extraordinary sightseeing.

HAPPIER
AT HOME
luckybuddypetcare.com

9 1 6 • 5 0 5 • 4 375
pet sitting • dog walking

CURRENT
AND 9 YEAR
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SACRAMENTO
A-LIST

animal companionship
Lucky Buddy Petcare

Getting around can be its own adventure!

BEST Pet Sitting
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And thanks to an amazing exchange rate,
you can see it all in 5-star luxury, for prices
comparable to a 4-star trip elsewhere!
Seeing a country like India is a lifechanging experience. But let’s face it, most
of us would like to have a life-changing
experience followed by a nice dinner and a
bottle of wine, and while the culture of this
ancient and less developed country is
absolutely fascinating, it can also be a little
overwhelming.
As Americans, we’re not always up for
the power going out every couple of hours,
or having to dodge cows on the way to
lunch. That’s why there’s nothing better
after spending the day immersing yourself
in these incredibly unique – and sometimes
chaotic – cultures of India than to come
back to a peaceful, elegant river cruise ship
or 5-star hotel, and be pampered like a
third world dictator. Especially when you
can do it for a relative bargain!
Fortunately, not all the tours to India are
with straight tour operators. A handful of
gay travel companies, like Brand g
Vacations offer all-LGBT trips that make
the experience not only more memorable,
but way less annoying, since you won’t
have somebody’s kid throwing a tantrum
in a palace, or old cranky old men who
yell, “Where’s the bathroom?” in a
monastery.
With that in mind, here are a couple of
tips for booking a tour to India:

March 8, 2018 - March 22, 2018 • No. 596

1)
Look for a company that uses 5-star
river cruise and hotel accommodations – like
the all-suite Ganges Voyager cruise ship, for
example. Each Voyager suite has high
ceilings (a rarity in river or ocean cruise
ships), a french balcony, hand-painted murals
and a large bath (some even come with
picture windows). With a ship like this, you
can eat and drink your face off and sleep
under Egyptian cotton duvets – all for a
surprisingly low price.
2)
Be sure to choose one that’s fully
escorted, since the India experience can be a
challenge to navigate on your own. There are
incredible opportunities to experience and
interact with local culture, but you want to
have these knowing that there’s an
experienced guide there to help facilitate
them and solve any problems. On one recent
gay tour, a guest had a medical issue and
had to get immediate hospital treatment –
not the kind of thing you want to attempt on
your own, unless you’re looking for a good
story to tell at cocktail parties.
There’s no better way to see India than to
see it in 5-star style. So, whether you do it
with a gay tour operator, on your own, or
with a straight tour company, come explore
this extraordinary country like the
maharajah – or goddess, or diva, or despot
– you were meant to be!
Eric Poole is Director of Marketing for
Brand g Vacations, the Leader in All-LGBT
River Cruises and Land Tours.
outwordmagazine.com
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Let Nina Prosper Lets Queer Women Of Color Be Funny

Let Nina Prosper is a comedic web series about Nina, a creative-type without a steady source of
income and Laila, the well-to-do, semi-supportive girlfriend. Each episode tackles a different issue
(including: Black Lives Matter, Save the Dolphins, Prostitution, Marijuana, etc) on a non-linear
structure. Visit www.letninaprosper.com

The Ten Tenors Will Belt It
Out In Folsom

F

resh off the success of their 20th Anniversary World Tour, The
Ten Tenors return with the new show Wish You Were Here,
a celebration of musical legends lost in their prime that will
play three performances at Folsom’s Harris Center in mid-March.

Ten Tenors

Featuring selections from late, great
artists such as David Bowie, Prince, Amy
Winehouse, John Lennon, Michael
Jackson, Freddie Mercury, Whitney
Houston and more, “Wish You Were
Here” promises to be don’t-miss
entertainment.
In this heartfelt tribute, Australia’s
“vocal wonder from down under”
(Broadway World) will take you on a
feel-good journey through some of
music’s greatest hits, including classic
outwordmagazine.com

rock anthems, recent chart toppers,
soaring arias and other traditional
favorites.
Rumor has it that there are at least a
couple queer men in The Ten Tenor’s
current lineup so you can play “guess the
gay” while you luxuriate in all those
beautiful voices during the group’s trio of
local shows over two days.
The Ten Tenors will perform March
13-14 in Folsom. For more information,
visit www.HarrisCenter.net.
March 8, 2018 - March 22, 2018 • No. 596
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Three
Fantastic Gay-Friendly Films Reviewed
by Chris Narloch

I

t’s not every day that we get several gay-friendly films in theaters at the same
time, but Sacramento lucked out this month. Call it March Movie Madness,
thanks to the late arrival of the 2017 trans tale A Fantastic Woman at the
Tower — where Call Me By Your Name was still playing as I wrote this.
The other two LGBT titles
reviewed below are the short movie
In A Heartbeat and Love, Simon,
the first feature film about a gay
teen to receive a wide release by a
major U.S. movie studio. (Thank
you, 20th Century Fox.)

I wish there had been a hopeful,
happily-ever-after gay movie like
this when I was a teenager.
Love, Simon will open in
hundreds of multiplexes from coast
to coast on March 16.

Chile about a transgender singer
who faces intense scorn and
discrimination after the sudden
death of her older boyfriend.
Featuring an Oscar-worthy
performance by trans actress

Love, Simon

LGBT films break out of the
art-house with this charming
mainstream movie starring Nick
Robinson, Jennifer Garner, and Josh
Duhamel, which is based on the
novel Simon vs. the Homo Sapiens
Agenda by Becky Albertalli.
Robinson stars as Simon Spier, a
closeted gay high school student
who is forced to balance his friends,
his family, his secret online queer
crush, and the blackmailer
Trans actress Daniela Vega
stars in “A Fantastic Woman”

Daniela Vega, A Fantastic Woman
is a heartbreaking journey inside
the skin of another human being
who only wants to be treated with
the same dignity and respect as
everyone else.
A Fantastic Woman, in Spanish
with English subtitles, is scheduled
to open at Sacramento’s Tower
Theatre on March 9. Don’t miss it.

In A Heartbeat
“Love, Simon.” Watch the trailer at www.foxmovies.com/movies/love-simon

threatening to out him to the entire
school.
Garner and Duhamel give lovely
performances as Simon’s parents,
who are unusually well written for
a young adult dramedy like this.
The movie wouldn’t work at all
without the right Simon, however,
and Robinson is beyond adorable
and extremely likable as the title
character, who learns the valuable
lesson that, in his case, being gay
hasn’t hurt those around him but
being closeted has.
I’ll let you discover how that
happens on your own, since the
film’s script is actually fairly clever
about hiding the identity of
Simon’s secret admirer and
dropping false clues that get
Simon’s and our hopes up.
Efficiently directed by Greg
Berlanti, Love, Simon isn’t going to
win any Oscars, but it is a very
sweet, entertaining popcorn movie
that offers tweens and teens a
welcome respite from the fears of
bullying and school shootings that
have sadly become part of their
daily lives.
16 Outword Magazine

I stumbled upon this marvelous
animated mini-movie on YouTube,
where it can be viewed for free at

A still from the animated short film “In A Heartbeat”

www.youtube.com/
watch?v=2REkk9SCRn0.
By the time you read this, the
In A Heartbeat is an Oscar2018 Oscars will have been handed
worthy,
gorgeous-looking short film
out and this nominee for Best
by
Esteban
Bravo and Beth David
Foreign Film may have beat out
that
has
more
to say about love
the other four nominees. I hope so
and
longing
and
the heart’s desire
because a win for the movie might
than
most
two-hour
movies.
help repair some of the damage
Four
fantastic
minutes
long, the
done to the transgender rights
short
had
me
bawling
like
a baby
movement by the trans-phobic
at
the
end
thanks
to
its
sweet
story
Trump administration.
about
a
young
gay
boy
whose
heart
A Fantastic Woman also happens
literally
has
a
mind
of
its
own.
to be an excellent movie, a fictional
Check it out. You won’t be sorry.
but entirely realistic story set in

A Fantastic Woman
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Check
Out Tracey Thorn’s New Record 2018 LA Impact Awards to Honor
by Chris Narloch

I

f you wondered what happened to Everything But The Girl, the
talented duo who had a global smash hit record with the haunting
ballad “Missing” in 1995, wonder no more, pop music fans.

TLC’s Nate & Jeremiah

Nate Berkus And
Jeremiah Brent of
“Nate and Jeremiah
By Design.”

Tracey Thorn

After 27 years as a couple, Tracey Thorn
and the other half of Everything But The
Girl, Ben Watt, married in 2008, and they
live in North London with their twin girls
and a son.
Everything But The Girl has been mostly
inactive since 2000, but the couple continues
to work on other projects both separately
and together.
This month, Ms. Thorn is back with a
stylish solo record (titled simply Record) that
succeeds as both a calling card for new fans
and a reminder for middle-aged music lovers
like me of what a superb singer the 55-yearold songstress was and still is.
Thorn’s rich, deep and unmistakable voice
is well-served by Ewan Pearson’s skillful

synth-pop production, which gives Record a
varied appeal that should make fans of
dance music and fans of straightforward pop
equally happy.
All nine of the songs on the disc were
solely written by Thorn, and the centerpiece
(chronologically and also in terms of quality)
is the fifth cut, “Sister,” a hypnotic nineminute-plus dance track that features
backing vocals from Corinne Bailey Rae.
Like Bruno Mars, who scored big with just
nine tracks on his enormously popular
current CD, 24K Magic, Thorn knows that
sometimes less is more. She doesn’t waste
any time on Record, and there is no filler to
be found, just terrific tunes like “Queen,”
“Guitar” and “Dancefloor.”

S

tars of the interior design show Nate and Jeremiah By Design on
TLC have become one of the world’s most recognizable interior
design duos, and with the arrival of their daughter Poppy,
Jeremiah and Brent contribute to the prominence and visibility of
LGBTQ families on American’s TV screens across the country. They
will be honored on March 17 at The Globe Theatre, Universal Studios.
For tickets, visit laimpactawards.com/tickets/
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Directory
ACCOUNTING

RUSSELL, CPAS
Jason Russell, CPA Lic. 99177
Jason@RussellCPAs.com 916-966-9366

ADULT STORES

L’AMOUR SHOPPE
2531 Broadway, 916-736-3467

ATTORNEYS

M. JANE PEARCE
455 University Ave. Ste 370. 916-452-3883

AUTO DEALERS

www.outwordmagazine.com

ELK GROVE SUBARU
8585 Laguna Grove Dr., Elk Grove,
877-360-0259
ElkGroveSubaru.com
ELK GROVE DODGE, CHRYSLER, JEEP
8575 Laguna Grove Dr., Elk Grove,
877-399-4262
ElkGroveDodge.com
MAITA AUTOMOTIVE GROUP
www.maitacars.com

BARS / CLUBS

BADLANDS
2003 K St., 916-441-6823 SacBadlands.com
THE DEPOT
2001 K St., Sac, 916-441-6823 TheDepot.net
SIDETRAX
2007 K St., 916-441-6823
facebook.com/sidetraxsac

CAT ERING

FAT’S CATERING
916-441-7966
www.fatscatering.com

CHIROPRACTORS

HEALING TOUCH CHIROPRACTIC
Dr. Darrick Lawson, 1919 21st St, Ste. 101,
916-447-3344 www.FixMyBack.com
ROCKLIN CHIROPRACTIC
James Carlson, 916-624-0682
www.RocklinChiro.com

CLEANING SERVICES
HOUSE 2 OM
916-9833-8510
www.house-2-om.com

COUNSELING
WEAVE
916-920-2952 (24/7)
www.weaveinc.org

DENTISTRY

SMILE ART DENTAL
3171 Riverside Blvd.
916-446-0203
www.smileartdental.com

DINING/BEVERAGES
ERNESTO’S
1901 16th St., 916-441-5850
www.ErnestosMexicanFood.com
IL FORNAIO
400 CAPITOL MALL, 916-446-4100
www.ilfornaio.com/sacramento
LUCCA RESTAURANT & BAR
1615 J St., 916-669-5300
www.LuccaRestaurant.com
SCOTT’S SEAFOOD GRILL & BAR
916-379-5995

ESTAT E LAW

LIBRARIES

LAVENDER LIBRARY
1414 21st St., 916-492-0558
LavenderLibrary.com
FRIENDS OF THE SAC. PUBLIC LIBRARY
8250 Belvedere, Ste. E,
916-731-8493

MEN’S CLUBS
STEVE’S
1030 W. 2nd St., Reno 775-323-8770
www.StevesReno.com

MORTUARY SERVICES

CORNERSTONE ESTATE LAW CORP.
1000 Q Street, Ste. 103
916-573-3095

EAST LAWN
Kayla Delgado, 916-732-2031
kaylad@eastlawn.com
www.eastlawn.com

FINANCIAL PLANNING

OPTOMETRY

MIDTOWN FINANCIAL
Al Roche, 1330 21st St., Ste. 201,
916-447-9220 MidtownFinancial.net

WADDELL & REED FINANCIAL ADVISORS
Daniel Zamoshnikov
916-566-0975x165
dzamoshnikov@wradvisors.com

HEARING

UNIVERSITY AUDIOLOGIC, INC.
Deborah Powell, M.S., 1325 Howe Ave., Ste.
101, 916-927-3137

HEATING & AIR

PERFECTION HOME SYSTEMS
916-481-0658
www.HotCold.com

HEALTH SERVICES
CAPITAL CITY AIDS FUND
1912 F Street, 916-448-1110
ONE COMMUNITY HEALTH
1500 21st St., 916-443-3299
onecommunityhealth.com

INSURANCE

LELAND INSURANCE
Bill Skinner, 916-428-1309
bill@lelandins.com
STATE FARM INSURANCE
Stephanie Slagel, 916-485-4444
StephanieSlagel.com

JEWELRY
STONEY FOLKS JEWELERS
916-363-0898

CAMERON YEE, O.D.
6407 Riverside Blvd., 916-395-0673
DrCameronYee@aol.com

PEST MANAGEMENT
EARTH GUARD PEST SERVICES
916-457-7605
contact@earthguardpest.com

PET SITTING/CARE

GRATEFUL DOG
430 17th Street, Sacramento
916-446-2501
gratefuldogdaycare.com
LUCKY BUDDY PET CARE
916-505-4375 LuckyBuddyPetCare.com

PHARMACY
PUCCI’S PHARMACY
2821 J Street, Sacramento, 916-442-5891
www.puccirx.com

REAL ESTAT E
COLDWELL BANKER
Mark T. Peters, 916-341-7794
www.MarkPeters.biz
KELLER WILLIAMS
Brian McMartin, 916-402-4160
brian@brianmcmartin.com

THEAT ERS & MOVIES
BROADWAY SACRAMENTO
MUSIC CIRCUS
916-557-1999
www.BroadwaySacramento.com
MONDAVI CENTER
1 Shields Ave, Davis, 530-754-5000
www.mondaviarts.org/events

LANDSCAPING
DEMETRE LANDSCAPES
916-648-8455

Fischerspooner’s “Top Brazil” CD
Release Tour to Hit LA & SF

Fischerspooner’s new CD Sir, and the track “TopBrazil” embody the groups resistant narrative as an overtly queer and
celebratory body of work in response to the current atmosphere in America. They will be bringing their tour to San
Francisco on March 14, Los Angeles on March 15 and Santa Ana on March 16. Tickets at showsnear.by/
fischerspoonertour. Watch the steamy video for “Top Brazil” at
www.youtube.com/watch?v=oMwsmhgVi6I&feature=youtu.be
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